The chance to change your life through a challenge

PNST Graduate
Erdenebaatar Dashdondog
Associated Professor
National University of Mongolia
1997
“My future job” painting in class

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step

Asian proverb
Goal of life

10 I had a dream

21 I have gotten a job

27 I have gotten a scholarship to Japan

28 I lost the meaning

Infinite goal?
2015/4 during Horyu-4 satellite project

To raise a Mongolian satellite in my hand
2206
To make Mongolia Solar system’s leading country in Space technology

1st phase: Start
2nd phase: Obsess
3rd phase: Compete
4th phase: Lead

To make Mongolia the Solar system’s leading country in Space technology.
1997
“"My future job" painting in class

2015
PNST student working in HORYU-4 satellite
2017 Mongolian first satellite launched

how to build satellite from paper to the disposal
This is what I learnt from PNST as engineer
Infinite goal = The goal for other’s good
Selfish goals make contradiction
Goals for others
make collaboration
My life time goal is infinite/for next gen./ This is what I obtained from PNST personally

Thank you very much